
Levar para passear,pode?

Ao chegar em casa do  

focinho e as patas do

passeio,  

seu pet

umedecidos ou então água e sabão, por cima da

pata, por baixo e entre os dedos. Verifique

também se não há respingos de lama ou outra

sujeira no corpo do animal.

Não deve -se utilizar soluções ou produtos com

álcool, pois podem irritar a pele.

GREAT APPS & WEBSITES FOR 
LEARNING A NEW LANGUAGE
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0800 725 2025 - opção 3

mastercard.pt -br@tengroup.com
inclusive online !

Clique aqui e acesse conteúdos exclusivos na Plataforma Digital de Viagens Mastercard

We are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Now that many of us are working and schooling from home, there are dozens 
of “free” hours each week we would have spent commuting or picking up our 
kids from school. Why not use this extra time to learn something new?

Learning a foreign language strengthens cognitive skills and forges a deeper 
connection to other cultures around the world. 

Great apps & websites for learning a new language 
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1. Babbel: 
Maybe you’ve tried to learn a language in the past but found the 
lessons overwhelming or not challenging enough. Why not try a 
different approach? Fast Company calls Babbel “the most 
innovative education company in 2016” for its practical, minimalist 
app design. Using a real-life conversational approach to learning, 
Babbel offers interactive modules that are simple and modern. 
Check out a full lesson for free to see if their technique suits your 
needs. 

Website: my.babbel.com 
App: Babbel 

2. Duolingo: 
Duolingo is recommended for people who love to learn multiple 
languages at the same time. The app works like a game with fun 
exercises that you must pass before you can proceed to the next 
level. The “gamification” of the app is highly motivating. 

App: Duolingo 

Viagens e Concierge

We are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Best apps & websites for language learning 
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4. Memrise: 

Touted as one of the best language apps in 2017 by 

Google Play Awards, this platform uses short videos to 

show how real locals express phrases in conversation. 

Initial lessons include vocabulary, pronunciation, and 

tone of voice. For a more immersive experience, 

Memrise Pro offers games, chatbots and offline lessons. 

App: Memrise 

3. Rosetta Stone: 
Rosetta Stone has provided language instruction 
for more than 25 years, garnering accolades from 
Trip Advisor, NASA, and Calvin Klein. You can learn 
up to 24 different languages by subscription. Prices 
depend on the language selected and subscription 
level purchased. A free 3-day trial helps you decide 
if this platform is right for you. 

Website: https://www.rosettastone.com/
App: Rosetta Stone 
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5. Hello Talk: 
Hello Talk takes a different approach to learning: they connect you to 
people who speak the language you want to learn. In return, you help them 
learn your own native language.  This lets you be both a teacher and a 
student while creating a collaborative community of likeminded people. 
Recommended for those who are home alone and excited to chat with new 
people. 

App: Hello Talk 

6. Beelinguapp: 
Book lovers, rejoice! Lessons in this app use popular stories, narrated in 
native dialect, and displayed on screen side-by-side in both languages -
yours and the one you’re learning. It’s almost like doing a linguistic version 
of karaoke. Available in 13 different languages, the story-based texts are 
ideal for practicing pronunciation and reading. 

App: Beelinguapp 

7. Lirica: 
Lirica believes that songs make language memorable. Using songs by the 
hottest Latin music artists, the Lirica app teaches users vocabulary and 
grammar in a unique and effective way.  Simply select the genre of music 
you like, listen to the song, and discover translations on screen before 
being tested on words and phrases. 

App: Lirica 
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8. Drops
Learning a new language can be difficult for visual learners. For those who learn 
better with graphics and images, Drops teaches language with puzzles and games 
using mnemonic association to help retain vocabulary. With more than 35 
languages to choose from, Drops has won numerous awards because of its 
innovative approach and inclusion of rare languages such as indigenous Japanese 
and native Hawaiian. 

App: Drops 

9. Mindsnacks
This app uses whimsical graphics and games to teach vocabulary, grammar and 
pronunciation. Simple lessons outline the concepts practiced in each. Subsequent 
lessons are based on your performance and conversation skills. Ideal for children 
and young learners because of its charming design. 

App: Mindsnacks 

10. The French Experiment
This website teaches French using free online lessons and children’s stories 
translated into French and read slowly by a native French speaker. You’ll learn 
numbers, telling time, and common expressions in addition to grammar and 
vocabulary. This website is ideal for those who don’t like using app-based 
programs. 

Website: thefrenchexperiment.com 

11. Wokabulary
For those who want to expand their vocabulary, this free app offers digital 
flashcards and interactive quizzes available in more than 100 languages. An 
excellent tool for building language skills and supplementing other language 
learning programs. 

App: Wokabulary 
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Thank you! 

Looking for more recommendations during your time at home? We are here 
to help. Please contact us at 1-855-802-1387,  mastercard.en-
us@tengroup.com or through our live chat.
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